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Alegre Design is a world-renowned 
design studio with various 
international design awards and 15 
plus years of experience in design. 
In 2016, upon the invitation of 
Sunon, Mr. Andres Baldovi of Alegre 
initiated acooperative project 
aiming to create a dynamic office 
chair. After 2 years of dedicated 
work, here comes this innovative 
and trendsetting Hip Chair, a chair 
integrating art with technology.“If we say that beauty and practicability is 

the eternal theme of design, innovation is the 
bridge between them.” 

Winner of Gold A'Design Award
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Hip Chair can dance! Just move your body.
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ADC12 aluminum alloy structure builds up a tough body while 
smooth curves are flowing through every detail.The trapezoid 
back frame echoes with the lines in headrest and the beautiful 
butterfly-shaped lumbar support perfectly and practically 
fits the curve of human body. Other exquisite details such as 
beveled armrest and polished aluminum alloy five-star base 
best illustrate the industrial craftsmanship in it.

Superb in Shape, Exquisite at Heart
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Hip, hip, hooray!
Hip Hip-Chair!

You might have never noticed how 
constantly your sitting mode is changing. 
That is the freedom and dynamics one 
needs in work for immediate, personalized 
comfort. Hip-chair, with minimal swing 
angle of 10 degree in both left and right 
sides, guarantees instant response to your 
body, movement and posture.

Swing Angle>10°
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Base and Back, Move as One

With the joint effect of Italian Donati weight-
activated base and the 3-point coordinated 
control mechanism, the movement of base 
and back in Hip Chair is synchronized and 
closely fit every move of your body.
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60mm

35mm

10mm

20

Height adjustable within the range of 60mm Rotatable to left and right up to 20°

Adjustable to left and right with 
in the range of 10mm

Movable to back and forth within 
the range of 35mm

The 4D armrest could get adjusted in 
multiple dimensions such as height, 
depth and direction, and provides firm 
support to your arms, which helps ease 
the pain in your neck and shoulders 
caused by continuous use of electronic 
equipment with your head down.

Sit in Whatever Position You Like
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One Chair, Multiple Experiences

90°, for working concentratedly; 120°, for adjusting to a relaxed state.

You sitting position changes as you shift among 
smart phone, table device and computer screen; 
meanwhile, your spinal curve varies when you 
adjust from sitting up straight, leaning against the 
back to communicating over a desk. In any of these 
circumstances, the smooth curve of Hip chair’s 
backrest constantly and always conforms to your 
spine, ensuring a day of balance and comfort.
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Invisible Switch, Easy to Operate

The special adjust-by-wire mechanism in Hip 
Chair tactfully integrates the adjusting button 
to its appearance so that the adjustment of 
seat depth, height and tilting angle could be 
realized with one simple stretch.
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A Short Nap Makes the Day

We work like those wound-up clocks, shuttling 
among endless meetings and countless 
reports, and might have forgotten appropriate 
rests would enhance efficiency. Hip Chair, 
with tilting angle up to 129°, could offer you 
a 30-minute nap and high efficiency for the 
whole afternoon.
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Two-tone yarns interweave to outline the 
gradual visual effect. Be it a wood-color or 
color-painted desk, Hipchair is always a good 
match to go with.
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Imported Material, Gradient Design

The back frame is like the muscles and bones of a chair, and the surface material, the 
skin. Hip chair adopts a special knitted mesh similar to those used in luxury cars. Unlike 
traditional mesh, its fine texture provides superior supporting function.Tailored in one 
piece, it is integrated with the lines of back frame as a harmonious whole. The design of 
density gradation adds to a vigorous flair.
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Headrest Backrest 

Lumbar Support Seat 

Armrest

Height Adjustment Range: 30mm   Rotation Range: 20°

Height adjustable within the range of 45mm Height adjustable within the range 
of 75mm

Seat depth could be adjusted within the 
range of 50mm

Height adjustable within the range of 60mm Rotatable to left and right up to 20° Movable to back and forth within 
the range of 35mm
Adjustable to left and right with in the 
range of 10mm

Tilting Adjustment, 
4-position Locking 105°-129°

Swing Angle>10°

Backrest / Headrest 

Seat

Backrest / Seat / Headrest 

C-KR10

TM-LE21

C-KR60

TM-LE40

C-KR80

TM-LE60

C-KR21

TM-LE22

Special Mesh

Fabric 

Nappa

Knitted Material

CW-ZJ40H

TM-LE64

CW-ZJ70H

TM-LE81 TM-LE83

TP-ZP21H TP-ZP50H

CHP83SW
W700*D605*H1160(mm)

CHP63SW
W700*D605*H1020(mm)

CHP82SW
W700*D605*H1160(mm)

CHP62SW
W700*D605*H1020(mm)

CHP81SW
W700*D605*H1160(mm)

CHP61SW
W700*D605*H1020(mm)

CHP80SW
W700*D605*H1160(mm)

CHP60SW
W700*D605*H1020(mm)

CHP81SC
W700*D605*H1160(mm)

CHP61SC
W700*D605*H1020(mm)


